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Cellular Authentication for Mobile and Internet  ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
An invaluable reference discussing the Generic Authentication   Architecture (GAA), its infrastructure, usage and integration into existing networks
    Cellular Authentication for Mobile and Internet Services introduces the reader into the field of secure communication for mobile applications, including secure...
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Agile Web Application Development with Yii 1.1 and PHP5Packt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a...
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iOS eCommerce App Development with ParseApress, 2015

	iOS eCommerce App Development with Parse uses a real-world app example to teach you how to build a complete eCommerce iPhone app powered by Parse - the most popular and powerful Platform As A Service (BaaS) provider.


	In this comprehensive guide you will learn every step: collecting requirements, architecting the app,...
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Asterisk Gateway Interface 1.4 and 1.6 ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2009
Who this book is written for?  

This book is intended for developers wishing to utilize Asterisk, system administrators wishing to gain better control over their Asterisk installation, and telephony service providers wishing to deploy Asterisk-based solutions to their infrastructure. You are expected to have some...
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Creating 3D Game Art for the iPhone with Unity: Featuring modo and Blender pipelinesFocal Press, 2010

	Revolutionize your iPhone and iPad game development with Unity iOS, a fully integrated professional application and powerful game engine, which is quickly becoming the best solution for creating visually stunning games for Apple's iDevices easier, and more fun for artists.  From concept to completion you'll learn to create and...
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Advanced Web Sites Made EasyTop Floor Publishing, 2002

	This book is the first book on an exciting new product known as HTML/OS.


	HTML/OS is exciting because it single-handedly eliminates the complexities of building advanced sites. HTML/OS includes a built-in database engine and simple Basic-like tags you type into HTML documents. Web pages that once took months to write without HTML/OS...
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Tcl/Tk, Second Edition: A Developer's GuideMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
Tcl/Tk (Tool Command Language/Tool Kit) makes it fast and easy to implement any type of application, from games to network analyzers. Tcl/Tk is a full-bodied, mature programming platform used by NASA rocket scientists, Wall Street database experts, Internet designers, and open source programmers around the world. Tcl/Tk's multi-faceted and...
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PHP, MySQL, JavaScript & HTML5 All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2013

	Get the basics on four key web programming tools in one great book!


	PHP, JavaScript, and HTML5 are essential programming languages for creating dynamic websites that work with the MySQL database. PHP and MySQL provide a robust, easy-to-learn, open-source solution for creating superb e-commerce sites and content management....
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Web Application Development with Yii and PHPPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a...
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The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs: Building Node.js Applications with JavaScriptApress, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to master the AdonisJs framework, including topics such as interacting with a database, rendering templates, writing asynchronous code, and hosting sites with SSL. Along the way, you’ll see how to build a commerce application, which lists products and allows shoppers to register and purchase those...
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Linux Troubleshooting for System Administrators and Power Users (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2006
Linux is a fast-growing operating system with power and appeal, and enterprises worldwide are quickly adopting the system to utilize its benefits. But as with all operating systems, performance problems do occur causing system administrators to scramble into action. Finally, there is a complete reference for troubleshooting...
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Linux Firewalls: Attack Detection and Response with iptables, psad, and fwsnortNo Starch Press, 2007
System administrators need to stay ahead of new security vulnerabilities that leave their networks exposed every day. A firewall and an intrusion detection systems (IDS) are two important weapons in that fight, enabling you to proactively deny access and monitor network traffic for signs of an attack.
 Linux Firewalls discusses the...
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